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Introduction 

Jose Kozer (Havana, 1940) is a distinguished Cuban poet and essayist who has lived in 
the United States since 1960. He is the author of over 70 books, including Este judio de 
números y letras (1975), Bajo este cien (1983), La garza sin sombras  (1985), Carece de 
causa (1988), and Y del esparto la invariabilidad (2005). His books have been published 
in Mexico, Spain, Argentina, Brazil, Cuba and Venezuela, as well as in bilingual editions 
in the United States and England. He taught Spanish and Literature in Spanish at 
Queens College, CUNY, from 1965 to 1997. Since retirement he has lived in Florida. In 
2013 he was awarded the highly prestigious Pablo Neruda Prize in Chile in recognition 
of his lifetime achievement as a poet. So far four of his books have appeared bilingually 
with English translation: The ark upon the number (translator Amiel Alcalay, 1985), Stet 
(translator Mark Weiss, 2006), Anima (translator Peter Boyle, 2011) and Tokonoma 
(translator Peter Boyle, 2014), while a new collection Índole is forthcoming later this year 
from University of Alabama Press with translations by Peter Boyle. 

An extraordinarily prolific and distinctive poet, Kozer is remarkable for his unique style 
susceptible of the most rapid transitions and unexpected inclusiveness. A great range of 
sources, ideas, cultural landscapes and regions of experience are held together, often 
within the one poem. Among his trademark features are the long versicle-form stanza 
guiding the eye as if down an oriental scroll, and the parentheses, rapidly juxtaposing 
different tones of voice or alternate connections. As one of the editors of the influential 
anthology Medusario (1996), Kozer has been seen as a key figure of the neo-baroque 
movement within contemporary Latin American poetry, a movement broadly associated 
with Cuban poet and novelist Lezama Lima. It is a poetry that embraces difficulty and 
complexity, seeking to remain open to the moment and free of labels and restrictions. As 
poet, translator and literary critic Stuart Cooke wrote in The Australian in a review of 
AnimaAnima
space and time that shatter language registers and layers of experience . . . the poem is to 

 

The poems in this selection are from Kozer's 2008 collection JJJJ160, published in 
Mexico. The title refers to the particular folder or carpeta in which these poems were 
gathered, connecting us to Kozer's very individualized, disciplined approach to the 
writing of poetry. For the past forty years or more Kozer has written a poem every day  
in the early morning, writing intensely with absolute focus for twenty or thirty minutes. 
The poems are later lightly edited if necessary, typed up and placed in folders, carpetas, 
organized by date and with each folder given an alphanumeric title. As of December 12, 
2016 there were 11,518 poems. Of this vast storehouse of poems (some of them quite 
long) only a small fraction has been published. This gulf between the production of 
poetry and the likelihood of publication suggests that, for Kozer, the writing of poetry is, 
above all, a contemplative practice. Publication, let alone fame or a mass audience, if it is 



a consideration at all, is very much a secondary one. For all the wild diversity of material 
in Kozer's poetry, the syntactic leaps and delight in disruption, there is an underlying, 
almost impersonal, dedication to poetry as a form of spiritual focus.  

Central to this daily spiritual practice is the sense that to step into the space where the 
poem happens is to enter the proximity of death. As Kozer remarks in an interview with 
Minerva Margarita Villarreal included as a postscript to JJJJ160, ". . . I think what 
happened when poetry crystallized in me is that I saw that poetry is my palliative before 

black. Poetry is clarity, death is obscurity. These two elements, tangled in each other, the 

weaves, who continues weaving poetry, but always as an act of health facing the horror, 
facing what Elias Canetti called the scandal of death, the scandal of having to die." 

Yet, rather than Kozer's poetry being marked by any pall of bleakness, there is an 
abundance of humour and energy, as the poems selected here testify. From a humorous 
account of growing up in a battleground house where father and mother are like chalk 
and cheese in "Scherzo" to the mix of exquisite beauty and disillusionment 
contemplating a Wallace Stevens poem (and various other poets) in "The law of 
compensations", from the brevity of "Syllogism" to the tough witnessing of the death 
process in "Acta", Kozer's poems are charged with unexpected twists and turns, delivering 
their surprises and their insights with all the force of a deeply accomplished poet.  

 Peter Boyle 

  



Scherzo 
 
My ancestors came from peat bogs, I was conceived in a bed of 
           marl: born with 
           eyes of clay, my belly- 
           button the bud of a  
           a willow tree, two 
           long wickerwork 
           legs, the thinking 
           apparatus of masonry. I 
           inherited their cast-iron 
           rules: which are, to slip 
           away, to adapt, to 
           feign ignorance, not to 
           lose sight of the savings 
           account, at all hours 
           to take care of your health,  
           more than death to fear 
            
           understood because of the 
           expense) at this point 
           everything divides in two: 
           a lightning bolt splits the 
            
           body into two unequal parts. 
           Two voices: two paradigms, 
           two opposites; and two 
           (cutting) admonitions. 
           In one corner mother, that 
           bundle of  misfortune; in the other  
           father, the misfortune of   
            
           we are five. Birth is possible. 
            
           horse; neck down; behave; 
           a lucrative profession; you must; 
            
           anything on the plate (you cannot 
           imagine the appalling cook my  
           mother was, nor the absurd 
           culinary traditions of my 
           country): life is suffering, 
           ah. Tables of the Law of 
           the father: thou shalt not 
           speak at table; thou shalt not 



           contradict the father (the mother 
           you can within certain limits  
           provided  
            
           despair is totally forbidden (I 
           grant him this point); thou shalt 
           not go to Corfu (the forbidding 
           father as pain-in the-ass); thou 
           shalt not see father on  
           Thursdays when fish is served 
            
           politics out loud; thou shalt 
           not disobey nine of the ten 
           commandments (this one, 
           for example); thou shalt not 
            
           grumble as the father  
           grumbles (through the 
           nose) everyone can go to 
           the devil may lightning cut 
           them into four pieces and  
           the impious grim reaper  
           skewer them; apparently 
           the last commandment of 
           big-boss father has been  
           forgotten. I feel, lost. My 
           head, on one side and the other 
           (with these things one can go crazy). 
           A pull that sets me going, a 
           block that stops me (dead). I 
            
           to have against you not only 
           metaphysics but genetics. And  
           moreover to have to put up 
           with three or four local 
           critics (they will die) (they 
           will die) the intellectual 
           pretentions, the political 
           moralizing (word-of-mouth 
           precepts from his ancestors) that will 
           redeem us. Enough. A waste 
            
           with more words than an astral 
           micron or atom of starry 
           sky. So that Boccherini opus 39, 



           quintets 1 to 3, among the 
           instruments highlights the double 
           bass with which the ant (with 
           vaseline) gives it to the 
           elephant. 



The law of compensations 
 
Impossible to add: I can remove from here and set down there but 
            not add: I can hear 
            someone planing 
            wood and know the 
            trees are still intact, I 
            can hear a snowflake fall 
            and know the volume of 
             
            I add a hole to the flute or 
            a string to the viola but the 
            amount of sound prior to 
            the pulses or variations 
            in the performative air is 
            unchanging: the room is 
            painted gray in a poem 
            of  
            used oil paint, Stevens 
            would never have stooped 
            to water-base: that poem  
            added to all other poems 
            does not change the alphabet, 
            all that exists is a drop of 
            inexhaustible ink (who 
            removes) a blank sheet 
            (ruled) lined half-half in  
            different (tones) languages, 
            of an alphabet: on the desk 
             
            famished) the 
            Diaries (rather tedious) of 
            Edmund Wilson, the three 
            hundred (307) poems of 
            Hanshan, the book of 
            Vittorini when he travelled to 
            Sardinia, I remain seated in 
            the poem of Stevens (Gray 
            Room): we are coaldust 
            picked up here dropped  
             
             
            neck broken in anticipation. 
            Houseboy of the room. The 
             



            encounter with the number.  
            Super Lotto called it 
             
            anything; I take note and 
            act accordingly. My open eyes 
            are closed. Sealed. No person  
            or thing can lift leaden sleep 
            with wakefulness. The act of 
            splitting hairs. The incapable- 
            of-being-doubled (double) 
            act of a ruling. Birth 
            to death. Splendid! Dead 
            time to kill time. Die, dog: me, 
            the hero of mishaps. Open 
            book, loose blade, dry 
            bucket, waterwheel turned 
            to stone. Lift up the cloak 
            woven in words and Mr  
            Platitude reappears.  
            Raise the fragrant  
            camphor lid of inlaid  
            (marquetry), and there you  
            see the deep-pondering 
            brain of some Solomon 
            proclaim the news that  
             under the sun. 
             
            the panorama from this 
            window. Stevens dreams of 
            Tampa and Havana, the  
            hummingbird dreams. It 
            sips, scatters pollen, and all 
            the hibiscus are the same 
            plant. A sucker the 
            hummingbird. I, a sucker for 
            Stevens (in his turn a sucker 
            for the Symbolists) I look at 
            a water channel, suddenly  
            I count nine turkey  
            vultures, the house in the 
            background is in Bruges, 
             
            frontier, Rimbaud has left 
            walking (a corn-cob pipe in 
            his mouth) to Paris. And I  



            who poke my nose into all  
            this, I remove water channel, 
            turkey vultures, Bruges,  
            Paris, from what is 
            exterior (visible from this  
            window) I make a stockpile 
            of material I extract, mash,  
            embed (Gray Room) here. 
            Added. Poem number 
             
            Hanshan, the hunchbacked 
            poet, who was dying and 
            kept singing the one 
            variation of the one song: we 
            can inflate it changing the 
            title, call it goliard, 
            popular or plainsong 
           (mute and non-mutating) but 
            the case of Baucis and 
            Philemon, Hanshan and 
             
            the same lump. 
               
  



Syllogism 
 
In 
this 
village 
the 
wise 
speak, 
the 
ignorant 
are 
silent. 
 

 
 
In 
this 
village 
you 
never 
hear 
a 
word 
spoken.   



Quicksilver motion 
 
All that, in truth, must have happened: in China. 
 
The fences are high, moss penetrates them, smoky shadows, 
            shadows of caravans, the 
            spaces between each 
            time less visible, everything 
            thickens, the fences 
            are high and are going 
            to collapse: leaning 
            against the wall at the 
            foot of a high fence he 
            thinks of a cliff buried 
            in a cascade of 
            bellflowers, he thinks 
            of the wall of daturas, and 
            how (not in China) as 
            evening fell they used 
            to stroll along the 
            meandering track 
            connecting two beaches: 
            he could mention them,  
            mentioning them is 
            indifferent to him (arm in arm 
            still he consults her: do you 
            think I ought to mention  
            the name of the beaches 
            that path connects?) both 
            have the (strong) urge to  
            laugh; and after an 
            opulent lunch (Catalan  
            cava, corvina ceviche 
            seasoned with red onion and 
            pepper, avocado, tomato 
            and onion salad, fruit and 
            homemade pudding of 
            maize flour and blueberries); 
            they dress up: conical 
            bamboo hats. White silk 
            tunics with hieroglyphics 
            embroidered on the cuffs 
            of wide sleeves, the sleeves 
            wet with night dew or 
            morning mist (such as 



            happens in China or 
            Japan, that is, in the classic 
            novels of such ancestral  
            peoples) (pink) straw 
            slippers: they finished 
            making love. Sleeping a 
            long siesta. And not  
            waking up. 
 
This is the day, its meridian: suite (saraband) for cello 
            (number one) Bach. 
            He (who is myself) 
            half closes his eyes, sips 
            boiling ginger tea. She (who 
            is she) after having 
            rested a good while on 
            the bed of the lakes, left 
            the room to finish off 
            some tasks. The table is 
            cleared, plates and 
            silverware again in their 
            place in the kitchen cabinet 
            (drawers) closet: the afternoon 
            has just reached (bellflowers) 
           (datura) its apogee: what more  
            do we await? And 
            where to? or where from? 
            We remove, vertically, the  
            fancy dress: a few hours later 
            we are seated face to 
            face in the living room,  
            nothing to recapitulate. 
  



Acta 
 
 
In the East this morning in a carriage on the sea: up to the brim 
           (cloudless sky) 
            only surfaces in 
           the East (three- 
           cornered hats placed 
           on the bald patch, and 
           as I said, only surfaces): 
           in a red galley, on 
           deck, look at it how 
           it crawls along the 
           bottom of the sea. 
 
Whatever they crush (pulverize) is reorganized and survives  
           (really?) in a matter 
           of seconds (of the 
           kind here?): God, 
           the swift, loses no 
           time (just up and does 
           it?). I who used to 
           walk on my legs 
           (upright) end up 
           seated, four of 
           five senses shriveled 
           before being 
           torn out by the 
           roots: I smell of 
           ammonia, I smell 
           more than anything 
           of my own no 
           longer counting. I see a 
           black touch empty taste 
           stuttering syntax, I hear 
           time passing. 
 
This is the moment, the torsion, help me turn my body round to 
            
            
           raw living flesh (this 
           dying flesh) (when 
            
           do we imagine?): 
           however much we  



           dissimulate, this  
           is the moment of 
           torsion; now, thanks  
           very much, leave  
            
            
            
            smelling and smelling the 
            last beads of sweat of the one 
            who was my mother. 
 
To China to China in a longboat see how the imminent future 
            suddenly connects to 
            its own preordained 
             
             
            been told very clearly 
             
            intervention. And so 
            in Ultima Thule in 
            extremis before 
            extreme unction (yo 
            no, soy judío) at the 
            (macaronic) moment of 
            rigor mortis sniff of the 
            filthy bog lilac 
            fragrance of the fresh cut 
            branch of white lilacs cut 
            by my (substitute) 
            mother, fed up, I 
            shrink, entrance 
            (foreshortening) exit 
             
            four statue-bearers) 
             
            vagabonds) (caryatids) 
            (dying loners) Oh  
             unite (with horses)  
             (I smell shit) dying 
              
             skin and bones.            




